Kaleo Tours

Sept. 5-10, 2017

Thousands of people who have been awaiting the opening of the life-sized replica of Noah’s Ark, were in the small town of
Williamstown, KY in July of 2016 for the ribbon cutting and dedication of the Ark Encounter. “Based on dimensions given to
Noah in the Bible, the ark stands at a staggering 510 feet long, 85 feet wide and 51 feet high. “Inside the ark visitors can
see animatronic figures of Noah and his family, as well as cages containing detailed animal replicas.

Tour # 17-0905

Sept. 5

Oklahoma City to Collinsville, IL

MR

The first day of travel is always an exciting time. A time to get settled in; get
acquainted with any new travelers, the tour director and driver.
Our day will be spent traveling out of Oklahoma, across Missouri and into
Illinois.
Lunch stop enroute, with lunch on our own.
Late afternoon arrive in Collinsville. The hotel offers a lit dinner each evening
and/or there are restaurants within walking distance for those that would like a
bit heavier dinner.

Sept. 6

Collinsivlle to Cincinnati, OH area

CB

Another travel day to enjoy the countryside and the multiple, brief stops that
will be planned by your tour director.

Sept. 7

Cincinnati

CB,L

Price:
$ 899.00 pp dbl.
$1299.00 single
$829.00 pp trp
$799.00ppq
Includes:
Transportation
Five nights lodging
Ten meals
All admissions and
attractions as indicated in
bold in body of itinerary.

AM Creation Museum

Deposit:
$100.00 with reservations

The state-of-the-art 75,000-square-foot museum brings the pages of the Bible to
life, casting its characters and animals in dynamic form and placing them in
familiar settings.

Final payment due:
March 1, 2017

Lunch included at the museum
Afternoon - Noah’s Ark Encounter
One –of-a-kind, life-size replica of Noah’s Ark. Has to be experienced.!!
Late afternoon check into hotel in Louisville.
Dinner –On own

For reservations and or
information contact:

405-681-4080

Sept. 8

Cincinnati to Nashville, TN

CB,D

AM Our morning drive takes us out of Kentucky and into Tennessee.
Early afternoon arrive in Nashville, Tennessee’s capital city and Country Music Capital of the
U.S..
Our home will be the beautiful Opryland Hotel… an experience all its own.
Evening – Dinner before attending the Grand Ole Opry.

Sept. 9

Nashville to Memphis, TN

CB, MR

AM Nashville city tour to include Ryman Auditorium, Country Music Hall of Fame and other
exciting Nashville attractions.
Lunch included before departing for Memphis.
Late afternoon arrive in Memphis.

Sept. 10

Memphis to Oklahoma City

CB

Just before crossing the Mighty Mississippi we will make a stop at the newest and most unique
Bass Pro in the nation. Bass Pro took the Memphis Pyramid and created an attraction second
to none. The highlight of our visit will be the ride to the top that offers an incredible view of
the Mississippi River and the Mississippi Delta.
Oklahoma bound arriving early evening with “stories to tell” bout our Ark Encounter.

Cancellation and trip interruption insurance available on
request. Premium is age based, please call for quote.
405-681-4080

